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I’m afraid to look back at when I last created a
Gold’C’ker Newsletter. Apparently, I used to
have some spare time. Always say now I am
constantly juggling countless balls in the air. My
list of to do’s always grows it never shrinks. If I
have a moment, it’s a tough choice between
trying to knock another thing off my list,
recharging my batteries or trying to get in a walk,
training quickly or even just snuggle with my own
dogs. Always looking for balance in life so if any
of you have the magic answer, I’m all ears ��
This Newsletter was always a great way to track
show and trial results so I am determined to keep
it up again going forward. So please send me
your results every time you accomplish
something. Send me your stories, tips, questions,
anything you can think of for content, for others
to learn from. I will include in each addition.

REMINDER

CLUB MEMBERSHIPS are

required, for annual awards and another great
way of tracking your dogs titles year to year.
Remember to keep up with your membership
with the GRCC and GRCA. To be eligible, you
must be a current member in good standing
while earning titles and you must ensure you do
not allow your membership to lapse the
following year in order to be eligible to apply.
Renewals for next year come up soon. Two titles
of any kind, including Trick Titles, earned in one
calendar year, entitle you to a GRCA Outstanding
Award and we have lovely medals as keepsakes
for this honor each year.

Those of you with new puppies have coupons in
your binder to receive your first year FREE.

I have created a report for Agility Results for the

National runs that will go into the upcoming club
newsletters so I hope you enjoy. We are working
on creating better content for all to enjoy and
learn from, in those newsletters to add value to
your memberships while, you in return, are
supporting the best breed in existence �

PLEASE anytime you receive a CKC Title
Certificate send me a scanned copy for my
records and to ensure I update k9data to display
your dogs’ titles. Remember that your Trick Titles
and Dock Diving Titles are NOT official until you
send your pdf copy of your certificate with your
CKC Application and receive the CKC Certificate.
The CKC Title Certificates are a requirement for
all awards ���

We are the FIRST retailer to support Skyler Bites.
Very simple healthy ingredients in training treat
sizes as well as bedtime cookies. Supporting a
small in-home mother/daughter bakery. We are
super pleased to bring these in to our store.
Check their variety out and grab some next time
you are at Wet Noses or think to order some on
your next Thursday Grocery Delivery to treat
your pup! https://www.skylerbites.ca/

LOVED the National this year! Most of this
Newsletter is dedicated to catching up on the
National News. With that in mind, there are so
many great stories everyone has sent me on
their accomplishments and experiences of the
National, photos and videos. You will find each
included later in this Newsletter.

What a treat it was to see so many of you

enjoying all of the different events with your
Goldens. Your first National for many of you but
also for some, your first ever show!!! Win, place
or “try again”, everyone showed outstanding
good sportsmanship. Lots of smiles and lots of
support to each other. I received several
compliments from other exhibitors on how
amazing all of “my puppy owners” were. Our BIG
GROUP definitely got noticed. I am even
receiving a lot of buzz from those who missed
out but are looking for opportunities to jump in
going forward. I expect more once the included
stories are read. Everyone is always welcome; it
is never too late to do more with your dog. I
promise you, the more you do on top of having a
pet, your life will be enhanced in so many ways
you will be blown away and never look back. I
have been putting on recent workshop
opportunities and giving private lessons and
seeing amazing relationships grow between
handlers and dogs. Don’t miss out!!! Drop me a
line if you want in on the fun�

Welcome Bags must be mentioned. I have

seriously never seen anything like what we all
received at the National this year just for
entering. They were cooler bags just packed with

goodies. Full bags of assorted treats and samples
and great coupons and on and on. Way too many
items to list. All were donated and unfortunately
what we ordered on behalf of Wet Noses, did not
arrive in time. So another upcoming opportunity
for that surprise. Those who entered the WC Test
received a full additional Welcome bag that blew
the other one out of the water. It included full
orange silicone slip leads and collars. Training
bumpers were given to all who qualified and I
think additional even included in the welcome
bags as well. They were definitely hefty and so
well done. I don’t know how we will top them in
the future!!!
HUGE THANK YOU’s to Christine Ridderikhoff
who travelled from Duffield Alberta just to HELP
for the weekend. She shared her support and
expertise with many and ran around the
conformation ring to help with handling several
dogs, despite an injured knee! It was so lovely to
hear from Christine after the weekend with her
compliments on how lovely our group was and
how fun it was to see everyone compete. I still
owe you Christine!!!
“Mint” picked a very inconvenient time to come
in to season so Nancy and Solene Beauchemin
had to pull her from her debut in agility. Despite
they still came out every day to cheer others on
and helped out all weekend from lugging agility
equipment start to finish to running around the
conformation ring.
Thank you to the spouses who also came out and
helped and all of you who also weren’t entered
but came anyway to cheer lead, learn and help
wherever you could. Even if it was a hardship to
just hold a leash on a pretty dog ringside �
Some great Karma deserved to you all!!!
SHOUT OUT to our families south of the border
taking a road trip here to come play at the
National. Karen and Rod Thompson traveling
from Wisconsin to compete successfully in
Obedience and Rally with Kasper, earning several
High in Trials and new CKC Titles. Emilie and
Morgandy Bullard with Baker, Bunny, Hudson

and Revel, marathon driving from Oregon also
earning countless successes in the ring. It was
such an exciting highlight for me to get to see
them after several years have passed. This is the
icing on the cake in my eyes. The relationships
we get to treasure, sharing in the memories we
all create at these events. The wins, the Q’s, the
titles, the “almosts”, the moments to laugh at.
This is what we all share in remembering and
reminiscing together when we meet again…
There is no better time spent than with our
Goldens and our Golden Family �

AN extra special Birthday to one phenomenal
boy! We ordered a beautiful big boned shaped
healthy pumpkin cake for him with cookie
numbers.
also got to go Dock Diving on his Birthday
as swimming is undeniably his most favoritest
ever thing in life.

So fortunate to have him in the ring for a last

dance at the National. Trotting around the ring in
Veterans conformation for the Regional and
National, taking turns with Shannon Scheer,
winning his class under both judges. Bringing
home a lovely artisan ornamental ball for a
forever keepsake. As agility is my favorite and we
have had quite the ride together in his younger
years, it was bittersweet, running him in
Veterans. I can’t believe it didn’t hit me until he
took his last jump but I lost it for a while in the
ring with him. Such a big heart �. Thank you to
all of you who captured photos and videos of
him. Those will be especially cherished for many
years to come.

Highlights with our girls… “Fish” winning HIC in

Obedience to finish her CD Title, ½ a point from
winning HIT! Also winning Advanced B in Rally
Obedience, so she brought home two of the
lovely artisan bowls in crates pictured on the
front page. Although we missed most of our
agility classes through the weekend with
conflicts, Fish did earn another Q in Masters
Jumpers with Weaves, so she is just two shy of
finishing up her AGMCH.

“Soak” started out the weekend earning her WC
on Thursday. Chipperfield took so many amazing
photos, it is going to be super difficult to narrow
them down. I especially LOVE some pictures of
little Soak proudly carrying a big snow goose. Just
stunning!!! She went on to qualify in pre-novice
in Obedience, a Rally Advanced B Q, earned a
Masters Jumpers Q for the National and getting
in the agility ring a couple of times also earned
Excellent PAD and a Novice Standard Q. Soak had
her “kids” do her proud in conformation earning
her 2nd in Brood Bitch. Biggest thrill was to come
away with Soak earning the prestigious Eileen
Battley Hat Trick Award which is for dogs who
qualify at the National in the WC Test and two
other events. She managed to qualify in not only
the WC but in 4 additional events � SUPER
proud that Tearin at age 11 with Mary-Dee also
earned a Hat Trick Award. Only 4 dogs earned a
Hat Trick at the National this year and two of
them being Gold’C’ker girls, of course I am
beyond thrilled!!! At the last National held in
2019, Knot was the ONLY dog who earned one in
Nova Scotia along with the competitive GRCC
Nan Gordon Trophy ~ look it up!!!

HINT: It will be a while but think of volunteering
for the planning of the next National Alberta puts
on down the road. Beautiful Hot Plates with the
Artisan hand painting were gifted to myself and
those who were behind the scenes making this

The National Banquet

What a gorgeous setting we had at the Calgary
Polo Club. It started out with the Parade of Title
Holders and the Parade of Veterans out on the
balcony overlooking the polo field with a
gorgeous sunset. The ribbons with each dogs
name and titles were the most gorgeous parade
ribbons I have ever seen in my travels. The lovely
wood engraved charcutier boards provided by
the club as a keepsake were also a wonderful
surprise. Well worth the price of admission
alone.

I think I ate more dessert than dinner but the
steak was well served, between my dogs
Monday, when gobbled up for rewards after
their agility runs. I wish I could have sat at a giant
table with all of you. I’m sure everyone
understood I had to choose to spend the
precious time showing hospitality to our US
travelers. I still feel bad, NOT for stealing the last
second bid in the silent auction from Patrick
Keough for the beautiful Golden Retriever
Budweiser Stein. Brian appreciated it though.
Thank you to Patrick Dardis for your
entertainment and big smile helping with the live
auction. I was sooooooo over the moon winning
the bid for the HEAFTY blue Golden Retriever
book from Australia. Loaded with information
and photos on the last century study of the
Golden Retriever by author/breeder/judge
Marilyn Morphet who awarded amazing wins to
both Q and Knot at the last National held here in
2015 at Spruce Meadows. The most heartwarming part of the entire banquet for me was
about HALF the room was filled with Gold’C’ker
owners. Having you all there when I received the

J.P. Crawley Memorial Trophy for Top Versatility
for Knot’s accomplishments to date that
continues to go undefeated. As well as the
Cedarcroft Perpetual Trophy for Top Stud Dog
for Knot and the Ambercroft Perpetual Trophy
for the Top Brood Bitch for “Touk”. Awarded for
the most Titles earned by offspring each
calendar year. Those awards could not have
been won without all of you working toward
your goals with your Gold’C’ker Kids! So THANK
YOU for all your training, showing, trialing and
dedication to stamping your footprints on your
Goldens and THANK YOU to all of you who
attended the banquet to cheer for us!!!

“Fish” took a road trip to BC the end of August, winning another High In Trial for a few more miles under
her tail and to put us in pretty good shape for high scores with an average of 198.8 to try out for year end
awards when applications are due next spring. She will be polishing up her training in Open next to obtain
her CDX. However, with a slight interruption 1st to hopefully have puppies.

On to National Reports from our Kids…

The following are inspiring stories from
experiences at the National. Starting south of the
border, those who travelled furthest! I received
so many nice photos and videos in emails, texts
and links. I had to just pick the best I could. It was
tough!

run-off at 197. Crashed and burned in the
National—girls in the ring to the right and Sheltie
puppies in the ring to the left. No worse
combination for Kasper. He did complete his Can
CD too. Total of 3 HIC.

We had dinner in Banff, slept in Golden, BC
Monday night, toured Banff and Jasper up as far
as Saskatchewan, crossing yesterday. Headed
south on 93 back into the US, slept in Havre,
Montana last night and will be home late tonight.
Next year we will allot more time!

It was SO good to see you and so wonderful to
meet everyone else in the Goldcker family!!!!
The banquet was great fun too!

Kasper was HIC with 100s in Rally Novice Friday
and Saturday. He got his Can RN with another
100 and third in the National.
In Obedience he was HIT Friday and Sunday with
a pair of 199.5s. Saturday tied for HIT but lost the

Karen

loses critical thinking skills when they are too
close to her and need her love.)
The Canadian Golden Retriever National
Specialty was the highlight of our summer, and
a much-anticipated opportunity to spend time
with Lori and the Gold'C'Ker group. My tenyear-old daughter, Morgandy, and I made the
drive together with our beautiful Gold'C'Ker
boy, GoldCKer Meritorious Bready or Knot,
lovingly called "Baker." But we couldn't come so
far without bringing several members of the
Meritorious family - the extended GoldCKer
family. Senior golden girls Bunny (Prism's Leap
First and Be Meritorious CD RM RAE NFP TKN
CCA) and Revel (Gold'N'Pointzzz Revel in Her
Merits CDX RM4 RAE3 AXP NJP MFP DS CGC
TKN CCA), as well as our Norwegian Buhund
puppy -- another Canadian born canine -Hudson (Kyon's Lett it Be a Meritocracy) made
the trip with us. Our group of four kept us busy!
I had hoped to have a handler show Baker in
most or all of his classes, but ended up getting a
lot of show experience myself, and feeling glad
for it. Baker and I won the Open Males class on
Friday in the Alberta Golden Retriever specialty,
and were so excited to have the first win
together, with me handling, and later added a
second Open Males win. At the end of the
show, he won Winner's Dog with a handler,
getting many points toward his championship.
Hudson also had a good win and points in
conformation during the show, while Bunny and
Revel starred in rally, agility, and junior events.
My daughter, Morgandy, served as my groom
and "scout," as she called it, checking on rings
so we didn’t miss a class but also so we didn’t
arrive too early. She also served as assistant
groom, messenger, miscellaneous errand girl,
bait holder, you name it. She trialed Bunny in
Jumps and Tunnels and PAD, earning several Q's
toward her title. She also had to run Revel for
me in Jumps and Tunnels while I was showing
conformation, earning a Q for us, even tho she
has never practiced running Revel and Revel is
also not used to being run by anyone but me.
(Revel loves strangers a bit too much, and often

Our successes at the show were frequent
enough to make it fun, but the experience we
came away with was the biggest bonus. I loved
being forced to show Baker and get experience
far away from my home turf, where few people
knew me or cared about my mistakes. I loved
spending time with the Gold'C'Ker crew,
including an enjoyable banquet dinner, getting
tips from Lori, getting to meet fun and friendly
Canadians with siblings to Baker (among
others), and getting to meet a long-time
facebook friend, Karen Thompson, who I first
came to know many years ago but had never
met in person. It wasn't nearly enough time
with these great people, but so enjoyable.
Perhaps the highlight of our trip was
Morgandy's success with Bunny. She entered
junior handling in the Open show and took a
great third place ribbon, and it was only her
second time to show in junior handling (the first
time was the weekend prior, at her County fair).
She also entered and won the Canadian Golden
Retriever National Specialty's junior handling
obedience competition, receiving a fun
assortment of prizes, including a huge dog bed
for Bunny. Revel had some fun wins too, taking
the trophy for the National Specialty's rally
novice class, and earning titles in PAD and
Jumps and Tunnels. Baker's win in conformation
at the end of the show was a pleasing finale,
and we made the most of our trip home by
stopping briefly at Moraine Lake and taking in
the sights on our drive through the Banff
National Forest, getting some wonderful photos
of our crew.
Here’s a few fun photos — Revel, at nearly 10
years old, had the fastest time in rally in a 3-way
tie of scores of 100, beating some brilliant dogs.
She also got her novice jumps and tunnels and
PAD titles. Baker had too many wins and
placements to keep track of, and we anticipate
he got about halfway to his Canadian

championship, even tho he was generally
handicapped by my novice handling. Hudson
was only shown twice and faced no other class
dogs, but did get a lovely win in breed one day. I
already posted about Bunny, but she also
earned two Q’s toward her jumps and tunnels
title and one toward PAD, handled by
Morgandy.
Maybe the best photos are at the end of this
post though, where I capture some of our
shenanigans on our way home. We went out of
our way by several hours to spend 30 min at
Lake Moraine, but it was so worth it! Must go
back!
Emilie

*The following was written by the editor on
behalf of Scotti and Lindsey…
It was sooooooooooo exciting for me to have
Biscotti and Lindsey travel to us to participate in
the National. Super grateful they made the trip
and shared in hanging out for the weekend. She
is truly an exciting young and stunning girl.
Soak’s only daughter to date!!! She was learning
on the fly how to strut her stuff in the show ring
and catching on quickly. She managed to WIN
the large tough Open Class her first time in the
ring for the GRCA Specialty under breeder judge
Nancy Talbott. Having Scotti and Baker allowed
Soak and her “kids” to be awarded 2nd in the
Brood Bitch Class at the National. It never seems
like we get to spend enough time hanging out
and visiting with each other at these big events.
However, as those of you who met Lindsey will
agree, she is one of my all-time favorites. Always
happy smiley fun lovely person to be around.
Super helpful. She is an excellent photographer
and I look forward to seeing her a Biscotti doing
Dock Diving and Agility next year!

Biscotti ~ photo by Lindsey

Mine and Bowie's first ever dog show experience
was one for the books! The Golden Retriever
Nationals at Spruce Meadows was a sight to see
in itself, and I feel so lucky that Bowie and I
actually got to compete in it!
We started off with an obedience trial run on
Thursday night which was a blessing, it helped us
become familiar with the grounds, direction wise
for me and scent wise for Bowie, I would highly
recommend doing this. Bowie performed well
over the course of the weekend, earning a 4th
place finish in the 12–18-month Golden National
Conformation and a qualifier in pre-novice
obedience.
Bowie is a delight to train and while of course
sometimes it can be frustrating, it is such a
rewarding experience. Seeing all that training
and hard work come together during the show
was so awesome. He was definitely put to the
test with unlimited distractions, 30+ degree
temps, and 8-hour days but he trooped through
it all and earned his first two ribbons.

Hello dear dog lovers! My name is Isabelle. I am
a grade 11 student. My four-legged friend is our
18 months old golden retriever female Sky.
Sky is my first dog. She loves playing in snow and
swimming. She is a great companion and dear
friend.
It was such an amazing weekend for both of us
participating at our very first dog show. It was
really great to see so many golden retrievers in
one place.

I went into the weekend with a whole lot of
doubt, but after connecting with so many other
incredible Gold'C'ker families, and working
through our skills in the ring, I came out feeling a
little bit more confident, excited to dive into
training, eager to try out another show, and
proud of all that we accomplished!

The show was a real challenge for us newbies. It
motivated us to work together and learn
new skills. Sky did great in the conformation ring.
We even got a few ribbons to take home.
What a great experience! Thank you to Kristen
and Lori for showing us the ropes.

Sam

Have a wonderful summer everyone!
Isabelle

Rayne
We had such a great time at the National. Karlo
was awesome and achieved the goals we had
and then some. I was so thrilled when he won 1st
in class for Canadian Bred!
We now have his Rally Novice Title and 1
qualifying score for Rally Intermediate.
This amazing boy I have brought us home 5
Rosette ribbons for his high scores in Rally and
the Canadian Bred class win. I couldn’t be more
proud!
So nice to see and meet so many of the
Gold’C’ker family. Truly was an amazing
weekend!
I would like to thank everyone that showed me
the ropes, helped keep my nervousness in check
and supported me through my 1st big show!
Hugs!
Nicole

Rayne’s Golden National started on Thursday
with the WC Test out at Irricana. There were way
too many firsts at this trial and I don’t mean 1st
places. It was our first ever field trial, and I got
lost on my first ever trip out to the test site, and
then panic set in as I was also first dog up at 8:00
am. My nerves were in pieces before I even got
to the line. So gun goes off, bird drops to the
ground and Rayne took off to retrieve, yeah!
Unfortunately, Rayne did not like the smell of her
duck and after thinking about it for a moment or
two, decided to leave the smelly old bird on the
ground for someone else to pick up. She did not
qualify to proceed to the water. Shame, as it was
a nice day for a swim.
Agility was better, she ran really nicely everyday
and collected her Nov Std Title and her Nov J&T
Title. She moved up to Intermediate Standard
and collected 2 further Q’s. After 5 days of
competition in awful heat she also Q’d in the
very last run of the weekend, Nov Pad.
In Obedience her off leash heeling has been a bit
of a struggle and a work in progress, but the
team managed to hold it together long enough
to get her Rally Advanced Title.

Jack

KAIDEN

Jack’s National was good, but he’s more of a
social butterfly than a superfast agility dog. I was
really happy with his runs in JWW’s Excellent but
apparently Jack’s interpretation of FAST was not
quite fast enough for a Q. He did Q in J&Ts.
Jack excelled in his Intermediate Rally Class
picking up a Q, first place and a big rosette.

Thank you for convincing us to go to the shows
and the banquet. We had a good time. Nicole
was thrilled with the one pic that I got from the
silent auction. It looked just like Belle.

Both Jack and Rayne were supposed to be
participants in the Parade of Titleholders but as
it was so hot and they had to compete again on
Monday, I decided to leave them to chill out at
home in the cool house. The ribbons were
spectacular and we picked up some goodies as
well.
It was a great show in a great location. It was
lovely to spend 5 days with old and new friends
and I’m sure we’ll be telling stories of successes
and mishaps for quite a while.
Marie

I met quite a few new people as well as some
from my "past" (Newf dog club and training days)
incl my previous handler. LOL
Info on Kaiden
4th place in Open Male at the GRCA
2nd place in Can Bred at the National
one RN title and 1 leg towards Intermediate.
Solene was great at handling Kaiden and I am
grateful for her help. She is a very nice young
lady.
Marion

rosette ribbon. With that qualifying trial, he also
got his Novice Rally title!

We had a fabulous time at our first dog show
ever! We were very nervous to go into it, not
knowing a Q from a cue, but we learned a lot as
we went along and really had fun
together. Booker enjoyed himself, sniffing dog
butts along the way, and just being his happy,
confident self, and he even paid attention well
enough to win some ribbons! Andrew and I had
no idea what to expect and after buying a canopy
tent, a collapsible cart, a ‘chiller’ for lemonade, a
metal weave sun screen, a cool mat, a second
cool coat and new collapsible chairs, we were all
set (we needed it all!).
Our goal was for Booker to qualify in at least one
Novice A Rally Obedience trail (we signed up for
five) and after our first day, he did just that. He
got his qualifying ribbon in his trial on Friday with
a score of 96. We were all thrilled - reached our
goal already.
The days just kept getting better. On Saturday,
Booker was in a Novice A Rally trial in the Golden
Retriever National Specialty and he qualified and
came in third place with a score of 93. He got a
rosette ribbon plus A TOY! On Sunday, Booker
was in his third trial and he tied for first place in
points (90) but we were slightly slower than the
other team so he was awarded a second-place

On Monday, we had a choice to make — did we
kick back, remove ourselves from the last two
trials we had signed up for and just enjoy
watching the show; did we go ahead and run the
two Novice Rally trials we had already signed up
for and get extra practice; or did we move up and
enter an Intermediate Rally trial? We decided to
run the trials we had already signed up for and
get some extra practice. What a great
decision! Booker came in High in Class in one of
the trials (the harder course with the hardestmarking judge, Lionel Whitaker). His score was
89 and that got him first place! He also won a
cash award - sponsored by Marian Heinz
Consulting - which made it extra special. Booker
went into the next trial and got a fourth-place
ribbon with a score of 95.
What a terrific introduction to dog sports! We
made a lot of new friends, bonded together as a
family (Andrew was a great support and was
there all the time with treats, both human and
dog), and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Booker
was smiling most of the time! Thanks for
introducing us to this part of dog ownership,
Lori. We would never have entered a dog show
without your support. We look forward to the
next one!
Becky &
Andrew

LUNA
We had such a great time at the National, it was
so nice to see so many Golden Retrievers in one
place and so glad to spend time with the
Gold’C’ker Family! I cannot thank Lori enough for
giving me and my family the chance to raise Luna
and become part of such an amazing group of
people!!!

November 30, 2021 was the day that the Dardis life
was changed forever.

Luna is a great agility dog but she can also be a
social butterfly. She just loves people, so when I
signed up for this trial, I had zero expectations in
terms of Qs. My main goal was to keep Luna
engaged and focused on me in the agility ring.
Luna proved me wrong; she didn’t visit anyone in
the ring and she didn’t leave the ring. Luna got 9
out of 13 qualifying runs and earned 2 novice
titles (Agility Novice, AG.N. and Agility Novice
Jumper, AG.N.J.)! My new goal is to become the
handler my dog deserves!
Cheers,
Maria
You see we were blessed to have our fourth Golden
Retriever named Token join our family. A top-quality
dog that knew way more than I did. My job was cut
out for me, I was the only person in Alberta if not
Canada that was happy to be living through Covid.
Normally I would be working up in Fort McMurray
securing Canada’s oil future, but with Covid I was
working from home in Olds. With the new year just
around the corner it was time for me to start learning
how to handle a show dog. We knew she had been
trained in Rally Obedience so this would be a great
starting place for me. I registered for a 12-week
beginner Rally course with Nancy Howard in Red
Deer. At about week 8 Nancy was holding a weekend
Rally Workshop which I attended for a little extra
training, while after this weekend I felt I had the
confidence to enter my first Rally Dog Show in Red
Deer in April. So, Dianne and I pack up the car with
everything we think we need for the weekend and
head to Red Deer. On the Thursday night before the
event, they hold an open practice. We learned on
Thursday night allowed us to have a successful

weekend. You see while I was in the ring working with
Token, she was looking for Dianne, and as I know now
my bond with Token has not yet complete. When it
was my time to go into the ring on Friday Dianne had
to hide out of sight and smell of our little girl. To say
that I was nervous would be an understatement, I
walked the course with Nancy. She explained any
signs that I didn’t know. My turn was later in the trial,
long story short Token and I did a great job, on the last
sign it was down dog walk around, I stepped out with
my left leg and Token stood up, I asked for a redo.
Reset Token and completed the course, we had
scored a 95. In my first run I had a qualifying score in
Novice Rally, I was so happy. We ended the weekend
with three qualify scores and a fourth in class. The
people that we meet in Red Deer we left that trial
hooked and eager to learn more.

The Nationals started on Thursday with the field trial
which was a fun event at a great facility. Token looked
at the first duck, but she was not going to carry it on
this day. So, we headed to Spruce Meadows for the
remainder of the weekend. The National was our
fourth trial with Token, in the agility ring she stayed
connected with me because I did a better job
communicating with her thanks to the tips I got from
my coaches. We completed 7 of 11 events with four
qualifying scores. We finished up the weekend with 4
new titles. Agility Novice PAD and Standard, PreNovice obedience, and Intermediate Rally. The
highlight of the weekend was the National Banquet
on Sunday night, this was a first-class event.

After the show I had to head back to working in Fort
McMurray as Covid vacation was over. This was going
to cut into my training and bonding time with Token.
In February I had also started taking Token to a 6week agility training outside of Red Deer. The first
night I knew that Token loved agility as she was so
excited to see all the equipment. I think she looked
forward to Thursday nights and our trip to Red Deer.
I have penciled in the US National for 2023 in
October, who else wants to come?
Patrick & Dianne

*NOTE from the “editor” Dianne was a friendly
face in the GRCC Booth volunteering much of
her time to help out all weekend which is super
appreciated.
We planned the events that we wanted to attend, on
the top of that list was the Summer Classic and the
National in Calgary. I took the week proceeding the
trial to work and train with Token. In June we made
the trip down to Net Noses for our first agility trial,
given how mush Token loved agility I entered 12
classes. I learned how much I didn’t know about
handling her in the agility ring. We were able to get
two qualifying scores in Novice PAD and Standard. I
knew I would require some training before the
National if I was going to enjoy the event. A few
weekends spent with Lori and lesson with Lynda
Caughlin of Olds. Rain or shine we had to put the time
in.

PRESS
“Triores Pressing Buttons” won Best Baby Puppy
at the National, and Best of Opposite Sex at the
National Juvenile Sweepstakes. Yes I definitely
want to thank my puppy Wranglers and
handlers Christine and Solene. Thank you to the
Pallanova family to all their help and for being
my tent buddies. A huge congratulations to
Isabelle for jumping in with both feet and
handling Sky in her very first show! Thanks to
Pat and Dianne for their help in setting things
up and being a big support throughout the
show in so many areas. Overall, a huge Thanks
to all of the Gold’C’ker / Triore crew. Everybody
was amazing, super cheerful and pitched in
where need to get dogs to the right places at
the right times, making this years show an
amazing success!

Tearin and I were ready to take on all of the fun
activities of the 2015 GRCC National and only
got as far as the first day of agility and female
cycles got in the way. So even though Tearin is
now 11+ years old, we decided to try again. We
had so much fun with everyone in spite of the
crazy hot weather and Tearin was her usual fun
and crazy self and pulled off getting her WC, her
Rally Novice A, and despite her handler, she got
an agility Q with Excellent JWW to make her
eligible for the GRCC Hat Trick Award. So glad to
meet so many new faces and dogs this year and
hope to see you all again soon.

Mary-Dee
Kristin

From the Whelping Box
Stay tuned for puppy news. We are keeping FINGERS AND TOES crossed that we will have some positive
NEWS to share next month.

Please contact me for more details on any of the following or your interest in training to join the fun!
CGN Test Calgary October 22nd
3 Obedience Trials/3 Rally Trials/3 Shows – Lethbridge November 18th to 20th
Or
Agility Trials – Fort Saskatchewan November 18th to 20th

Congratulations on making it through your 3rd cup of coffee and this Newsletter!!!
Until the next issue… Please send me your submissions; stories, accomplishments, brags, titles earned,
photos, questions, tips, comments, ideas, jokes, recipes, upcoming events, requests…

